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Cognitive counterpart of intrinsic activity: 
the task 














Mean switch: 0.05Hz (range: 0.01-0.1)









FDR p<0.05 SVC  p<0.05
Extern        Interne
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Behavior is modified in hypnosis
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Awareness is modified in hypnosis (1)
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Awareness is modified in hypnosis (2)
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Disrupted DMN in patients
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Multiple RSNs in DOC: an approach
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Fewer “neuronal” networks in DOC
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Demertzi & Gómez et al, Cortex 2014
Performance measures Accuracy TPR healthy TPR patients Selected RSNs
Healthy vs. all patients
Occurrence 85.3 .82 .87 Auditory, DMN
Occurrence & GOF 82.6 .70 .89 Auditory, DMN, Visual lateral
GOF 80 .78 .81 Auditory, DMN, ECNL, Visual lateral
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Network connectivity in healthy
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Intrinsic connectivity reflects level of C
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Finding the discriminative features
MCS > VS/UWS
FWE p<0.05 (cluster-level) 
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Training dataset: patients (Lg)
• 26 MCS, 19 VS/UWS
• 14 trauma, 28 non-trauma, 3 mixed
• 34 patients assessed >1m post-insult
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Validation dataset: patients (NY, Sal)
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Echoes from structural connectivity?
!
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Cross-modal interaction during 
conscious processing
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Cross-modal interaction demolishes under 
propofol anesthesia
Boveroux et al, Anesthesiology 2010
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Medico-ethical issues in DOC
Biomarkers (fMRI, PET, EEG)
Diagnostic & prognostic use (multimodal imaging)
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